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Taking a Look Back
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Looking Back: 2018
• Traditional Grocery 

decreased sales by 
1.1% and market 
share by 1.7%

• Traditional 
Supermarkets 
experienced a sales 
decline of 1.7% and 
market share 
declined by 2.5%

• Super Warehouse 
had a sales decline of 
7.4% and market 
share declined by 
10.0%

• Sales for Non-Traditional 
Grocery increased by 2.2%, 
while share increased 1.3%

• Sales for Dollar formats were 
up 5.7%, while Supercenter  
sales increased by 3.0%

• However, Drug sales were 
down 6.0% along with the 
Military channel which was 
down 4.1% in sales

• Convenience continued its solid growth
Notes:
Results include sales from food and consumables 
only in these channels

Traditional Grocery formats have two-thirds or more 
of their sales represented by food and consumable products

C-Store percentages do not include sales from gasoline

Source:  Inmar Analytics, The Future of Food Retailing

Traditional 
Grocery

44%

Non-
Traditional 
Grocery

40%

C-Store
16%
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Traditional Grocery Non-Traditional Grocery Convenience Stores

6

Channel Trends

Dollar Share by Channel
(Rounded)

2%

Source:  Inmar Analytics, The Future of Food Retailing
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Format Sales 2018 vs. 2023
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Traditional 
Grocery

Non-Traditional 
Grocery

Convenience 

eCommerce

2018 2023

Source:  Inmar Analytics, The Future of Food Retailing
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Dollar Share 2018 vs. 2023

Traditional Grocery
-0.9%

Non-Traditional Grocery
+1.6%
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-0.7%

2018 2023

8Source:  Inmar Analytics, The Future of Food Retailing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to changes in shopper behaviors  - retailing channels continue to shift.. And at a faster rate.And this paradigm shift in retail channels is coming at the expense of the traditional supermarket.[Explain  charts] But major swings in market dynamics create new opportunities… for example…(next slide) SDM…
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Why is Amazon Expanding 
into Grocery?

9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a moment to talk about why in the world Amazon would want to get into the B&M Grocery industry. With its slim margins and fierce competition, what was the draw? Aside from being a $5.75 Trillion Industry.
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Proximity to Shoppers

New Shopper Data

Greater Share of Trade Spend

Drive Higher Adoption of Prime Subscriptions

The Why Behind Amazon’s Move into Grocery

10TotalRetail

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Touch on these topics quickly, but diving into them in the following slides. This is just to introduce them

https://www.mytotalretail.com/article/unpacking-amazons-multifaceted-grocery-strategy/
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Proximity to Shoppers

► Optimizes One-Day Home Delivery

► Presence and Accessibility for Shoppers

► Expanding into Fresh

► Consistent Purchases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proximity to Shoppers Creates an even more dynamic logistics/distribution network that they can leverage in a variety of waysThe FCC approved Amazon's use of drones so having a brick and mortar location for these to fulfill from quickly will be importantOpens opportunity to provide “Fresh” that shoppers can trustEven though the margins are small, grocery provides consistent, weekly purchasesCreates more touchpoints and media opportunities 
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Tap Into More Shopper Data

63%
of shoppers did not purchase 

groceries online this past year**

31% of digital grocery 
shoppers purchased groceries 
from Amazon in 2018*

*https://content-na2.emarketer.com/five-charts-the-state-of-online-groceries/
**Inmar’s 2018 e-Commerce Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On Slide: Data they have vs. Data they don’t have31% of US digital grocery shoppers (who have shopped online for food and groceries in the past 30 days) said they purchased online groceries from Amazon in 2018. That’s a 5-percentage-point decrease from a year prior. – (eMarketer)Only about 18% of Prime members shop at Whole Foods at least once per month and 70% of Prime members say they rarely or never shop at Whole Foods, according to a recent survey by Wolfe Research.Amazon has an incredible amount of shopper data.They know your pricing, profit, and sales volume. They know where your customers buy from, who they are personally, and what else they buy.And they’re starting to use that extensive knowledge for their own personal gain. Now they want the in-store shopper data.“Amazon, through the Prime integration, is now able to link purchases made at Whole Foods with that same shopper on Amazon’s broader platform. To a company like Amazon, data is everything; it is the fuel that powers the Amazon engine. Amazon will gain powerful insights by understanding shopper purchasing behavior across the brick-and-mortar store and online.” – (Winsight Grocery Business)63% of shoppers did not purchase groceries online this past year, in-store shoppers is a pool of data that Amazon is hungry for.  Inmar E-Commerce Study 63% = •Were US residents 18 years or older •Were the primary or shared-decision makers for grocery shopping •Shopped grocery online over the past three months

https://content-na2.emarketer.com/five-charts-the-state-of-online-groceries
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More Driving Factors

Average grocery order for 
customers buying from Amazon is

$45

11% of online hhlds purchased 
groceries from Amazon
P A S T  3 0  D A Y S

Customers spend

$116
online at supermarkets

How the online grocery market is shifting: What the industry 
needs to know in 2018 by Brick Meets Click

67% of females 

and 64% of males 
refrain from buying 
meat and/or seafood 
purchases digitally*

*2018 Inmar E-commerce Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only 11 percent of households that are online have purchased groceries from Amazon during the past 30 daysThe average grocery order for customers buying from Amazon is $45which significantly trails what customers spend online at supermarkets ($116)Why? Because some of the major, basket-building items are things that shoppers don’t want to order online in general, but definitely not from Amazon, where they don’t know where the nearest distribution center is. How can they be sure it is fresh and what is the recourse for if it isn’t up to par with what they wanted?In Inmar’s eCommerce study we discovered:66.5% of females and 64.0% of males said they refrained from buying meat and/or seafood purchases digitallyThe findings were similar for produce (62.5% of females and 60.9% of males) deli or bakery items (53.9% and 51.4%, respectively).More than half of total digital shoppers were reluctant to purchase frozen foods, dairy and other refrigerated items, including 54.0% of females and 51.2% of males.

https://www.brickmeetsclick.com/how-the-online-grocery-market-is-shifting--what-the-industry-needs-to-know-in-2018
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Drive Higher Adoption of
Prime Subscriptions

100+ Million Members

Paying $119/Year

Average spending per year:

- Prime members: $1,400

- Non-members: $600

The Amazon Juggernaut is Bulldozing its Way into New Markets – What‟s next?; 
Chris Kocher Managing Director Grey Heron, 2019 Inmar Forum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shopper benefit of a loyalty program that reaches across online and in-storeMore personalized experience on bothGood for Amazon, get more online and in-store data, more subscription fees, drives loyalty and purchases across platformBroadening the membership and expanding into more categories.

http://go.inmar.com/rs/134-NXN-082/images/The_Amazon_Juggernaut_is_Bulldozing_its_Way_into_New_Markets.pdf
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Greater Share of Shopper Marketing Dollars

Amazon 
Online 

Marketplace

Amazon 
B&M 

Retailer

• More trade spend

• More leverage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They are currently tapping into trade dollars through their online media and now they can tap into trade dollars for in-storeTaking up a larger portion of brand trade dollarsThis give them a lot of leverage over CPGsTakes share of shopper marketing budgets from retailersDigiday https://digiday.com/marketing/amazon-winning-lucrative-shopper-marketing-budgets/Large CPG advertisers tend to fund around 60% of their Amazon ads from shopper marketing budgetshttps://digiday.com/marketing/shopper-marketing-budgets-flow-online-amazon-google-want-piece-action/Amazon competing for a bigger piece of the “shopper marketing” budget pieTraditionally been spent in physical retail and is now moving onlineGiant companies like P&G and Heineken rethinking doing more shopper marketing online
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Who is Affected

16
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CPG Threats

► Amazon taking over more outlets 
for their products

► Compressed margins

► Amazon can dictate pricing and 
adjust competitive pricing quickly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CPG - Amazon is brutal, margins compressed. Investing in more trade dollars, cost of doing business going up. Not increasing oreo purchases, just buying in different places. Doesn’t make sense to spend more to not sell more units and decrease our margins.
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Retailer Threats

► Increased competition in local 
B&M markets

► Closer distribution outlets for 
fresh 

► Competition for personalized 
shopper experience and loyalty

► Assortment availability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assortment Availability – are you going to play in an endless aisle world or aren’t you; how do you have infinite aisle, but curate it for the individual shopper. Makes personalization more difficult. Their Alexa platform is going to differentiate and pave the way for easy/fast/convenient ordering & possibly delivery....Retailers will need to quickly ensure their set up with Google Home or others to offset this competitive disadvantageScenario where you can select an option on your Amazon purchases (similar to how you can now select which day of the week to get your delivery) where I can make a trip to the Amazon supermarket and get my groceries + any deliveries I had scheduled for the week. Another differentiator that may be compelling enough and convenient enough to consumers to switch to them...



How to Face the 
Challenges

19
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Consider Four Strategic Pillars

Shopper 
Engagement

1

Stay 
Vigilant

2

Store 
Experience

3
Trust

4
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Shopper Engagement1

• Personalization

• VS. Prime

• Online digital experience

• E-Commerce

84%
of shoppers who buy groceries 
online maintained or increased in-
store shopping trips 

2018 Inmar e-Commerce Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the center of this tumultuous industry is the shopper. 84% of shoppers who buy groceries online maintained or increased in-store shopping trips.64% of online grocery shoppers buy groceries online from one retailer.It is crucial to set your store and your product apart and capture these shoppers who still want to shop in store. 
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Personalization

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
you have to find a partner or build an ability to personalize even though you're not going to out-do Amazon on personalization'. Retailers are going to have to offer personalization options to even be relevant...that's like making par or even bogey

https://www.spscommerce.com/blog/amazon-embraces-personalization-spsa/
https://searchengineland.com/google-bringing-new-shopping-experience-with-personalization-local-and-better-checkout-to-u-s-next-316976
https://retailleader.com/personalization-digital-food-retailing
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2019/06/04/engage-your-consumers-through-hyper-personalization/#33fbb318241a
https://loyalty360.org/content-gallery/daily-news/idc-retail-research-highlights-importance-of-perso
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VS. Prime

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prime Memberships is the platinum example of loyalty programs. Shoppers see such convenience and value out of the program that they are will to spend $119 a year for the benefits. You have to have a loyalty program to come close to competing. It has to offer value, exclusivity, and convenience.Value, points and thresholds can drive frequency and dedication to your retailerExclusivity, shoppers need to feel like they are “on the inside” with exclusive access to offers and productsConvenience of loyalty rewards, don’t make them work for it. Loyalty rewards automatically applied, easily accessible dashboard to keep track of pointsGamification can help drive engagementCommunity rewards vs. smile.amazon.com

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/5-insanely-good-amazon-prime-benefits-you-probably-dont-know-about-2019-04-26
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Online Digital Experience

• Available

• Authentic

• Actionable

82%
of smartphone users consult their 
phones on purchases they are 
about to make in-store*

*The ROBO Economy by Bazaarvoice

Your online presence must be:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brands: Can shoppers find influencer content about your productCan they find offersWhat about a chatbot to help them figure out if they should purchase the volumizing vs. clarifying shampooRetailers:Can shoppers go to your website or app and easily find digital offers?Do you have inspirational content? Recipes for in-season strawberries?

http://www.bazaarvoice.com/research-and-insight/infographics/The_ROBO_Economy_How_online_reviews_influence_offline_sales.html
https://www.bazaarvoice.com/resources/the-robo-economy-infographic/
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E-Commerce

• Personalized

• Intuitive

• Inspirational

• Efficient

• Cost effective

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If amazon is coming at you with all of this data, having a third party e-commerce provider will leave you behind with shopper insights
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Stay Vigilant & Aware2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
retailer should consider staying nimble and accepting the fact / embracing a new speed and expectation of adjusting/pivotingPossibly allocating resource time to keep an eye on their actions, establish competitive intel committee to assess the moves and recommend options to stay one step ahead to Leadership
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Store Experience3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What can you do that Amazon cannot on Shopper Engagement to differentiate, surprise, delight and retainIn store shopping events to make their store more personalizedlocal philanthropic involvementempowering store managers to make hyper-local decisions that drive customer retention/acquisitionInvesting in stores, associates and personalization to stay relevantIt will be war at the ground/store level and the Field Leadership and stores have to be readyIf you look at the top retailers voted by shoppers (https://www.businessinsider.com/best-supermarkets-in-america-ranking-2018-1#3-trader-joes-3), most of them have worked to create a one-of-a-kind in-store experienceFrom their in-store demonstrations, tasting, restaurants, coffee shops, beer and wine tasting and market, to their stellar customer service, they are creating spaces that customers want to come and spend time in. It is providing an added value that draws shoppers in over online options
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Trust4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
national brands need to focus on building brand equity and make themselves a more trustworthy option than other brands, including Amazon’s private labels. One way to do this is to provide value-driven or comparative content to show why consumers should choose your brand over the competition.
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Key Takeaways

63% of shoppers did 
not purchase groceries 
online this past year

84% of shoppers who 
buy groceries online 
maintained or increased in-
store shopping trips 

67% of females and 64%
of males refrain from buying meat 
and/or seafood purchases digitally*

Shoppers are still 
mostly in B&M

Online shoppers are 
still valuable to B&M

Fresh is still a hurdle 
for online grocery

Shopper Engagement must 
be personalized, valuable, 
and omni-channel

1

Amazon is constantly 
changing the game, stay 
vigilant and agile

2

Work together to set your 
in-store experience apart

3

Leverage the trust that 
shoppers have in your 
products and accessibility

4
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Please submit your
questions through the 
chat box

Q&A

If we do not get to your question today, we 
will follow up after today’s webinar.
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